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In the port town, Niigata City, there is style of traditional 
Japanese dance known as Ichiyama-style. The people who have 
been keeping it going are the women known as Furumachi Geigi.

Ichiyama-style, with its head family being based in the regional 
city of Niigata, has a history of over 200 years, making it one of 
the longest running styles in Japan. It is known for its strict 
training and direction, and the precision of the Furumachi
Geigis’ performances is renowned throughout the country.

There is a mysterious “Ushiromen” dance which only the 7th

head of Ichiyama-style, Nasoyo Ichiyama, could dance properly. 
Due to the difficulty of the techniques used in the dance, there 
were no successors. Then, a veteran Furumachi Geigi took on 
the challenge for the first time. In the end, was she successful?
30min  English Subtitled  HD16:9

*USHIROMEN=Japanese word, meaning ”Rear Mask”

New Geisha

Documentary!



DOCUMENTARY

Every year it is snowing much at 
mountain side in Niigata, Japan. 
This is a human documentary 
expressway management, rail 
company, an electricity company.

English Subtitled HD16:9

TeNY’s announcer approaches 
the wonder of aquatic world and 
makes interesting discovery in 
the aquarium. Let’s enjoy a 
beautiful aquarium and unseen 
side of it! 

30min×8 Epi

This program will show you 
the latest Japanese 
agricultural trends using 
cutting edge ICT!

30min×1 Epi

This practice is being 
adopted by the next young 
peoext generations people.

English Subtitled HD16:9

English Subtitled HD16:9

60min× 1 Epi

5min ×30 Epi

Japanese Narration  HD 16:9



TRAVELOGUE
55min×5 Epi  

There are many tasty treats and souvenirs at the rest stop 
along Niigata’s highway. The host of these programs feast 
her way through several of them.
English Subtitled HD16:9

30min×4 Epi 

Niigata is the perfect place to visit  for you! It is the ideal 
prefecture that covers the Insta-spots, Foods, Cultures and 
nature aspect of any travel adventure. We’ll offer the special 
trip for Niigata focus on the foods and Insta-spots! 
English Narration HD16:9      Co-produced by TeNY & Singtel TV

Nagaoka city is the center of the 
Niigata prefecture. The hosts of this 
program experience all attraction 
on Nagaoka such as the bullfights, 
Nagaoka great Fireworks, Hot 
springs, local flavors and so on!

60min ×1 Epi

English Narration HD16:9



COOKING SHOW

On this Show, we’ll show you the 
seasonal ingredients of Niigata! 
And we learn exquisite dishes 
from farmers and professional 
chefs who know everything about 
these ingredients.

Season2 30 min × 4 Epi

Season1 30 min × 10 Epi English Subtitled
HD16:9

Quick! Easy! Delicious! Home 
cooking!
Famous chef in Niigata introduce 
you many recipes for meal you can 
cook easily using Niigata’s 
ingredients. 
(Yugata=Japanese word, meaning “evening”)

10min×100 Epi  English & Portuguese Subtitled
10min×300 Epi  Only Japanese  HD16:9

TeNY’s Profile
( TeNY

=TELEVISION NIIGATA NETWORK CO., LTD.)
TeNY is a regional broadcasting company based 
in Niigata Prefecture, Japan.
Since its foundation in 1980, we have been a 
leading TV station who produces documentary 
program and local TV shows in close connection 
with the community. By obtaining overwhelming 
support from our viewers, we have consistently 
been rated No.1 in Niigata Prefecture for many 
years. TeNY is now promoting Niigata’s hidden 
charms abroad.
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